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About This Game

Fight the ghosts through 50 waves of growing danger. Play as a powerful wizard, a mighty warrior, or a strategic builder to stop
the ghost invasion. Evolve your character in the direction you want. Survive until dawn, or die trying.

Features:

Awesome one to four player hack'n'slashing

50 waves of evil dudes to fight

10+ enemy types, each providing a new challenge

5 big, mean, evil bosses

12 different spells to fight off the enemies

6 tactical things to place to help you in the battle

25 items to buy to improve your defender

You can even bring down the moon
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... also sheep!
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This is a fun little attacking waves game. I'm not sure why it's getting such mixed reviews. It was more fun than Bardbaraian, the
closest equivalent I can think of. I have never had a problem with crashes or the difficulty. Sure the individual elements aren't
excessively original (waves attack your character, drop gold, you buy upgrades every few waves) but I can't think of any other
games off the top of my head that combine it all the way this one does. Every 11th wave you get a save point so if you die you
can restart and shop with approximately the amount of money you would have made up to that point so you can try out different
combinations.

I originally bought it to play multiplayer with friends. Subsequently remembering that I don't have any friends didn't prevent me
from having a blast playing it for 5 hours on easy then normal mode. Then a few months later I came back and beat it on hard
mode to get all the achievements.

If the video and screenshots look even vaguely interesting to you, give The Defenders a chance. Creative light games like this
should be encouraged.

. Lack of Updates makes me sad so i am unistalling. It was fun but meh. 5\/1\/2015 - Game seems like it is still in rough beta

I enjoyed what I played of the game - but it simply isn't ready for the public to play it yet, in my opinion.

There are game-ending bugs in the game's current state: Every other time I opened the game (4 out of 8 times), I had to restart
the game because the collision detection wasn't working.

The game also seems strangely unbalanced. I only played the normal difficulty - but the game seemed like a breeze until the
final 2-3 stages where all of a sudden the difficulty spikes to a point where it seems there simply hasn't been enough playtesting.

It's a great concept and the devs have done a good job implementing it for a nice little indie game. My suggestion is to check out
the forums and see what the players are saying before purchasing.. I've been having fun

now to find friends to play this with....... good game :). just stop right now what ever your doing and play this game. if you have
any fondness of really quick easy to play game like the games on kongergate get this game. its awsome!
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